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On April 15, 2019, the world watched in horror as fire engulfed the 850-year-old Notre 
Dame Cathedral. The fire started around 6:20 pm and took hundreds of firefighters more 
than nine hours to extinguish it. 

Most of the Cathedral’s roof was destroyed, including its famous spire, and the upper 
walls were severely damaged. Additionally, Notre Dame housed many religious relics 
and works of art. 

An estimated 5 to 10 percent of the artwork was destroyed, but rescuers were able to 
save many of the artifacts, including the Crown of Thorns, which is generally considered 
to be one of the Cathedral’s most valuable relics. Thankfully, the building is still 
structurally sound and the stone vaulted ceiling limited the damage done to the interior, 
but rebuilding the cathedral is going to be an extremely expensive and long process.
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Evidence: Notre Dame is 
an 850-year-old church 
that is one of the most 
iconic landmarks in the 
world. Repairs will be  
extensive and costly. 

Evidence: Investigators 
are still working to 
determine what caused 
the fire, One area of 
focus has been the 
possibility of a short 
circuit.
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Evidence: Renovations
were being done on the 
150-year-old spire 
earlier in the day.
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Evidence: Nearly 500 
firefighters fought the 
fire. It took more than 
9 hours for the fire to 
be extinguished.

Evidence: French President 
Emmanuel Macron said he 
hopes to rebuild Notre 
Dame in 5 years, but a firm 
timeline for the repairs has 
not been established.
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Evidence: Notre Dame 
Security reported fire in 
the wooden framework 
of the attic after the 
second fire alarm 
triggered.

Evidence: The fire 
alarm was investigated, 
but no smoke or fire 
was seen at this time.
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Evidence: Many artifacts
were on display and 
stored inside the 
cathedral.
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Evidence: The
emergency response to 
the fire wasn't initiated 
until after the second 
fire alarm triggered at 
6:43 PM.
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Evidence: Reported in 
Le Parisian.
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View from Square Rene-Viviani at 19:51
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